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Abstract:In this paper, the harmonic distortion rate for the single phase single stage three,five level AC-DC converter is presented. Multilevel converters are used in high voltageand high power applications of industry field, this converter achieves power factorcorrection, output voltage regulation in a single stage of power conversion, and lowertotal harmonic distortions by using multilevel diode clamped inverter. Increase thenumber of levels, the synthesized output wave form has more steps, producing a veryfine stair case wave and approaching very closely to the desired sine wave and therebythe harmonics decrease, the waveforms are of high quality with a THD approachingzero. Total harmonic distortion must take into consideration for some applications suchas uninterruptable power supply, motor drive systems, etc. Converter description,analysis and design considerations are explained.
1. Introduction:A multilevel converters play a significant role in some applications in which asignal close to a sinusoidal waveform with low harmonic distortion should begenerated. These converters are applied to high voltage and high power applicationsdue to better harmonics and faithful output.A multilevel converters have beendeveloped in recent years,these converter is typically done using a six switch front endac-dc converter to do thepower factor correction and a for switch full bridge converterto do the dc-dc conversion[1]. This approach, however, is expensive and complicatedand to reduce the cost and increase the power density, The PFC circuit and the dc/dcpower conversion circuit are combined into one stage in the single-stage PFC approach,sharing the same power switch and control circuit to perform input current shaping,electrical isolation, and tight output voltage regulation [2]. A multilevel converter havemany advantages when compared to the conventional converter (two level) such as
 Reduced switching stresses on devices and since the dv/dt is low, the EMI fromsystem is low.
 Low total harmonic distortion, lower switching frequency can be used and hencereduction in switching losses.
 Applicable for high voltage applications and produce higher voltage levels.

2. Converter Description:The structure of the single phase single stage three level full bridge convertershown in Figure 1. Consists of a three phase ac input section with an uncontrolled dioderectifier followed by the auxiliary windings taken from the converter main transformer.Then a multilevel type full bridge inverter is placed followed by the output transformerand the load. The basic principle behind the multilevel type full bridge converter isbased on the combination of input inductors and auxiliary windings which carry out anaction of PFC [3].Initially the rectifier which consists of four diodes is supplied by a single phasevoltage system. In each point two diodes of the diode bridge conduct resulting in aninput current for discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) and continuous conductionmode (CCM) operation. The next section in the converter is the auxiliary windings thatare taken from the converter main transformer which performs PFC by acting like a
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boost switch with the input inductors by cancelling the dc bus capacitor voltage so thatthe voltage that appears across the diode bridge output is zero. This voltage cancellationoccurs whenever there is voltage across the main transformer winding and current inthe input inductors rises when it does.

Figure 1: Matlab/Simulink Model of Existing Single-Stage Three Level ConverterWhen there is no voltage across the main transformer primarywinding, the totalvoltage across the dc bus capacitorsappears at the output of the diode bridge; since thisvoltageis greater than the input voltage, the input currents falls. Ifthe input currents arediscontinuous, they will be naturallynearly sinusoidal (when filtered) and in phase withthe inputvoltages.Then the multilevel type full bridge inverter used for inversion.The diodeclamped inverter delivers the staircase output voltage using several levels of DCvoltages developed by DC capacitors. If m is the number of level, then the number ofcapacitors required on the DC bus are (m-1), the number of power electronic switchesper phase are 2(m-1) and the number of diodes per phase are 2(m-2).Here the busvoltage is split among the capacitors equally, and the voltage stress across each switchis limited to one capacitor voltage through clamping diodes; thereby reducing voltagestress. By this design the flexibility of the converter is improved as shown in the figure2. A diode clamped multilevel converter (DCMLI) is chosen because it have manyadvantages [3] such as:-
 When the number of levels is high enough, the harmonic content is low enoughto avoid the need for filters.
 Inverter efficiency is high because all devices are switched at the fundamentalfrequency.
 The control method is simple.
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Figure 2: Line-Line VoltageThe switching sequences to generate the three-level output voltage are shown in table1,  As the number of levels increase the harmonic distortion decreases and efficiency ofthe inverter increases because of the reduced switching losses. The number of levels inmultilevel inverters is limited because of the large number of clamping diodes required.And this sequence can be extended to any number of levels of inverter [3].Table 1: Switching sequence for three level inverterSwitch number Output voltage+Vdc/2 Zero -Vdc/2Switch 1 1 0 0Switch 2 1 1 0Switch 3 0 1 1Switch 4 0 0 1The steps to synthesize the three level voltages are as follows:a. For an output voltage level Vao= Vdc/2, turn on all upper- half switches S1through S2 as shown in figure 3.2 (a).b. For an output voltage level Vao= 0, turn on one upper switches S2 and one lowerswitch S3.c. For an output voltage level Vao= - Vdc/2, turn on all lower- half switches S3through S4.We used the Pulse Generator directly to generate the pulses, the pulse generatorblock generates square wave pulses at regular intervals. The block waveformparameters, Amplitude, Pulse Width, Period, and Phase delay, determine the shape ofthe output waveform as shown in the figure 3. And the total harmonic distortion THD(to the input filtered current) rate of the single phase single stage three level converteris as shown in the figure 4.

.Figure 3: Pulse Generator
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Figure 4: THD rate of single phase single stage three level converterVarious techniques for capacitor voltage balancing to ensure the voltage acrosseach bus capacitor is the same, have been proposed in the literature, includingtechniques that sense the capacitor voltages and adjust the duty cycle of the converterswitches appropriately. For this work, anadditional transformer with a turns ratio of 1:1and two fast recovery diodes are required to realize the technique [5], which are used toassure equal voltage across the capacitors. This circuit is very simple, small, and handlesonly a small fraction of the overall power that is processed by the converter so that thelow current rated diodes can be used (<1A) and a small core can be used for thetransformer. The basic principle behind the auxiliary circuit is that if the voltage acrossone capacitor begins to be greater than the other by more than a diode drop, then one ofthe diodes begins to conduct as energy is transferred away from the capacitor with thehigher voltage. Since the auxiliary circuit does not allow for large differences in buscapacitor voltage, the amount of energy that needs to be transferred away at any giventime is small. When the auxiliary circuit is added to the main circuit, It forces a diode toconduct thereby dissipating energy, when a difference in voltage is noted. By this meanscapacitor voltages are being balanced.
3. Analysis of Multilevel DCMLI:A multilevel structure with more than three levels can significantly reduce theharmonic content. By using voltage clamping techniques, the system KV rating can beextended beyond the limits of an individual device. The main feature of the multilevelinverter structures is their ability to scale up the kilovolt-ampere rating and also toimprove the harmonic performance greatly without having to resort to PWM techniques[4]. The key features of a multilevel structures as follow:
 The output voltage and power increase with number of levels, adding a voltagelevel involves adding a main switching device to each phase.
 The harmonic content decreases as the number of levels increases and filteringrequirements are reduced.
 With additional voltage levels, the voltage waveform has more free-switchingangels, which can be preselected for harmonic elimination.
 In the absence of any PWM techniques, the switching losses can be avoided.Increasing output voltage and power does not require an increase in rating ofindividual device.
 Static and dynamic voltage sharing among the switching devices is built into thestructure through either clamping diodes or capacitors.
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 The switching devices do not encounter any voltage-sharing problems. For thisreason, multilevel inverters can easily be applied for high-power applicationssuch as large motor drives and utility supplies.
 The fundamental output voltage of the inverter is set by the dc bus voltage,which can be controlled through a variable dc link.The only disadvantage of the multilevel converter is that it required a hugeamount of semiconductors switches. It should be pointed out that lower voltage ratedswitches can be used in the multilevel converter and as a result the activesemiconductor cost is not considerably increased when compared with the two levelcases. On the other hand, each active semiconductor added requires associated gatedrive circuitry and adds further complication to the converter mechanical layout.Another disadvantage which is to be mention is thatthe small voltage steps are typicallyformed by isolatedvoltage sources or a bank of series capacitors. Isolated voltagesources may not always be readily available and series capacitors require voltagebalance. To some extent, the voltage balancing can be addressed by using an uncalledfor switching states, which exist due to the high number of semiconductor devices.Nevertheless, for a complete solution to the voltage-balancing problem, anothermultilevel converter maybe is required.

4. Matlab/ Simulink Mode Link and Simulation Results:Single phase single stage three-thirteen level converter is simulated in MatLab/Simulink Software. A single phase source with terms voltage of 208 is connected withthe input inductor (Lin) 60 μH, this value of Lin should be low to assure input current tobe fully discontinuous but not very low value leading to high peak currents. Then theauxiliary windings are taken from the multi winding transformer block in MatLab. Theyare connected in an indirectly coupled fashion. The other end of the winding isconnected to the full bridge converter of multilevel type.This converter consisting of 2(m-1) MOSFET switches (m is the number oflevels) which are connected in a diode clamped inverter with 2(m-2) diodes and (m-1)capacitors. Next is the main transformer whose turn'sratio is 3:1. The voltage is rectifiedusing the transformer and then is filtered using an LC filter .The value of outputinductor (Lo) is designed such that it results in a low ripple at output and low peakcurrent rating for secondary diodes. The value of Lo chosen is 11 μH. This converter wasdesigned according to the following specifications:-Input voltage Vin= 208 Vrms (line-line)Output voltage Vo= 48 vOutput power Po= 1.5 KwSwitching frequency fsw= 50 KHzIn the proposed converters all the above parameters are fixed, the only change inthe full bridge multilevel inverter by increasing the number of switches, diodes,capacitors. This converter is simple (topology and capacitor voltage balancing), and canoperate with less output inductor current ripple, operate with no dead band regions, theswitch stress is half the dc bus voltage. The proposed converter has low THD, which isbetter than the converters in [6]-[8].A comparative study of three, five, seven, nine, eleven, thirteen level diodeclamped inverter has been presented in the table 2. Simulation results indicatedreduction in total harmonics distortion (THD) by using higher number oflevels areshown in figures 2 to 7.
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Figure 5: THD rate of single phase single stage five level converter
5. Comparison of Different Topologies Between Different Levels:A comparative study of three, five, seven, nine, eleven, thirteen leveldiodeclamped inverter has been presented in the table 4.1, Simulation resultsindicatedreduction in total harmonics distortion (THD) by using higher number of level.Table 2: Comparison of Different Topologies between Different Levels

Topology Number of Levels
3 Level 5 Level

Current THD % 0.82 0.62
6. Conclusion:Usage of power electronic converters are ever increasing in the processing ofelectrical  energy in industrial applications in which a signal close to a sinusoidalwaveform with low harmonic distortion should be generatedsuch as uninterruptablepower supply, adjustable speed drives, switch mode power supply, etc. The comparativeTHD analysis of a single phase single stage three – five level ac to dc converter isperformed. Converter is simple in capacitor voltage balancing and can operate with lessoutput inductor current ripple, even continuous output inductor current. It is operatedwith lower peak voltage stresses across the switches and the dc bus capacitors as it is amultilevel converter. This allows for greater flexibility in the design of the converter andultimately improved performance.From the above analysis, it is absorbed that the fivelevel converter has less harmonic content with THD of only 0.62% in the input filteredcurrent compared with the three levels by using MATLAB/SIMULINK.
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